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My name is Captain Mittens.
I've received the distress signal from Mars research facility...

Help me to survive and find out what is happened here?

There no controls description in game, so here you go:

MUT-O-HONEY
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Mysterious substance i met at Mars facilities. It allow me to improve my body and mind.

CONDENSED MILK

No less mysterious stuff. Restores health and has a damn good taste!

BOOSTER

It is clear from the title. Slightly speeds up the speed of movement, and greatly accelerates the fire rate. A Life saver in some
situations.

INVULNERABILITY

Gives invulnerability for 10 seconds. A very dangerous thing, in the hands of an gambler ;)

BROKEN QUAD

Despite the fact that the quad is broken, it still multiplies your damage by 4 times.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hi! My name is Dmitry, and I'm an indie developer :)

I have developed Armored Kitten only with my pocket money, and i would be very grateful if you'll help me to remain an
independent developer, and develop my next, more complex and interesting game.

Armored Kitten is a side-scroller runner shooter, with cool music, a bunch of blood and a cute kitty as a protagonist!
  Not a top-down shooter, but a side scroller! 

It is important :)
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Have a good game!

P.S. Game has multiple endings ;)
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Title: Armored Kitten
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Ducat
Publisher:
Ducat
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 
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Pointless brute carnage. Scary and adrenaline rushing.. Continue the great work !. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=r79b6-HYQEs. This is cool version of the Class 66 in europe. This is Sniper Elite V2 with
some better graphics.

And that's it basically. It didn't bother to try any other improvements like:

-A weapon wheel
-better vaulting
-better movement
-a manual save system
-a level system tied to XP you earn
-basic weapon unlocks or even weapon skins
-Coop in the DLC missions

It just feels very flat and basic, I had hoped that Rebellion would've put a lot more effort into this one.

Onto the positive: the game is still a ton of fun to play, the sniping never gets old and the game can still hold up in most aspects.

Get this if you are a big Sniper Elite fan or if you are looking to play a good WWII game.. Funny, sometimes hardcore
platformer, about hamster(or dog?) who likes apples)
. The Age of Cavemen is a time management building sim set during the days of cavemen and dinosaurs. You set up a base
building various buildings that range from food production to axe towers that can defend your base from other players.

It's very similar to other games like Clash of Clans and Age of Empires: Castle Siege. Build, attack, and wait. That's right, wait.
Age of Cavemen uses several walls to hinder your progress. From resource limiting to build times. The wait times start low
enough, but quickly extend from seconds to minutes to hours to days in very little time. You can of course purchase premium
meteorites to speed those times up.

The game can be enjoyable at times, and I actually enjoy these type of games. Except, this game is very, very buggy. Troops can
become stuck on walls, premium meteorites can magically disappear, attacks that you should have won will crash or freeze the
game randomly and at least one achievement is bugged. It's very disappointing as the game could really shine if the bugs were
fixed.

In its current state, I can't recommend Age of Cavemen..

Update Patches: After various updates, the game has become even more unplayable to the point where the game will no longer
ever connect to the server. At this point I'm giving up on this game ever working in any form.

More Update Patches: Things are improving with each new patch and while there are still bugs remaining, it has become much
more playable.
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Two years ago, my friend stole my laptop for about 10 minutes, then gave it back to me with the original version of this game
booted up and ready to play. Ever since then, it has become one of my favorite platformers of all time. I almost feel ashamed
about just now finding out about this version on Steam. Needless to say, I instantly bought it and now I intend on playing it for
many months of tears and cries of joy to come. Sooner or later, once I finish this paid-version, I'll come back and edit this on
my thoughts on the new content. For now, I already give this game 1,000 thumbs up, if you like platformers or a great challenge,
buy this game.. a game that should be free,and you still may not play it nuff said.. This is a conditional recommendation.

La Peri is a visually impressive experience, with a small but engaging inteactive component. It's experiencing a new form of
"Art" rather than playing a game. It's very short - about 15 minutes. I'm not sure it's worth the money they are asking for it - get
it on sale if you can; but it is thouroughly enjoyable, and something that should be in your library as a demo for friends to
introduce them to what it feels like to be in VR, in a non-stressfull situation.. What if Doom but cats?. I played 16 minutes
exactly, just to realize that it's not worth it. This game should be in early access for a while before going on sale in these poor
conditions... Refund is coming. I cant believe this is for sale. This is likely the worst game ive ever played. I can draw better
looking weapons then half of whats in this game, the RPK literally made me laugh when i seen it. Theres a weapon that looks
like a LAW rocket launcher called flamethrower. There is a russian APC (Looks like a 60s-70s model) with a mounted ppsh 14
WW2 smg on top? It has the mk19 which was most deffinetly not even a prototype in vietnam much less used in action.
Literally no one in multiplayer, which i assumed was the case. I was looking for single player anyways. That sucked. Theres like
10-15 arcade stye missions that are just borring. The AI shoot you through walls or dont shoot you at all. Apparently you can
reload every weapon in the world in .5 seconds by just putting your hand where the magazine should be. I can make better sound
effects for the weapons with my mouth. Better off turning off all the sound and doing sound effects myself...PEW PEW. Shots
fall short of where your iron sight is sighted at like 20 meters. Oh for the sights on american weapons they just kinda took a
unity asset for a modern day ACOG and just flopped it on top of the weapons, it is literally inside of the carrying handle of the
m16.

This is a sh***y Playstation 1 game released in 2016 for 20 bucks. Its a joke and a rip off. This shouldnt even be early access
much less full release. What ever you do, dont give this the time of day or the money in your pocket. Even though im getting a
refund, i still feel like ive lost here some how.

Also i understand this was made by a single guy, making games isnt easy. But thats no excuse for this. This guy had to know
what kind of garbage he was releasing into the world and did it for a few bucks. He deserves a ticket for littering.
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